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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

Ok I'll be straight with you - the easy money has already been made.   

Right now, the prediction pathway is less clear because price is into a resistance target on 

divergences and buyers are likely to take profits (as sellers are likely to short-sell into this level).   

And I was right - today was not just as simple as "close your eyes and buy" - we actually had to work to profit 

today which is like any other day that is NOT a Trend Day.  Our game-plan called for caution and that was 

indeed the correct approach to today's session, despite the big move up in the NASDAQ and leading 

technology stocks like Google and Amazon (just to name two). 

We started the session as a RANGE DAY which meant that it was ok to 'fade' or play both sides of the market.  

"Fading" is NEVER acceptable (exception:  aggressive/experienced traders) on Trend Days and today reminds 

us why we separate days by STRUCTURE - Trend and Range Days call for opposite tactics. 

The morning session did allow for "fade" trades which play off Bollinger Band extremes and 1-min 

divergences.  We trigger short into the upper Bollinger Band when negative divergences appear and we use 

the 5-min reversal candle low OR the break under a rising trendline to enter a short-sell position.  We place 

the stop beyond the immediate high - or upper Bollinger Band - and then play (trade) toward the target exit of 

the lower Bollinger Band... at which point we can decide whether or not to "flip/reverse" and trade long 

(bullishly) to the other side.  The same logic applies to buy/fade trades off the lower Bollinger Band. 

However, here's another quote that keeps us sane in this manipulated market: 

We'll be open minded and neutral here, equally ready to KEEP PLAYING BULLISH on an extension 

of the short-squeeze. 

Not willing to let the market slide even a little bit, buyers again triggered (or extended) the short-squeeze, 

causing a cascade of buy orders to propel the market up into the close.  There were two trades - our "Breakout 

into First Reaction" Two-Step Trade which is identified in Trades #4 and #5. 

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

No Major Reports for Monday 
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July 16 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

The big surprise of today's session - though it perhaps shouldn't be a surprise to you in the membership 

(hopefully!) - was the collapse and liquidation breakdown in Gold.  We were noting the bearish downtrend 

and distribution money flow despite divergences and now Gold is under the key $1,140 support level.  Further 

movement lower is an aggressive short-sell opportunity but if price returns above $1,140, it could trigger a 

bullish reversal on a Bear Trap outcome. 

Oil similarly traded lower under support but stalled/reversed (at least initially) into the close on divergences. 

Stocks and the US Dollar Index similarly made new swing highs in ongoing bullish money flow/uptrends. 
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Netflix NFLX Split and Gap 

 

Joe, a long-time member, asked me to take a look at Netflix (NFLX) and indeed it's become quite interesting.  

Like Apple (AAPL) before when it hit $700 per share, management decided to split the company in a 7:1 split, 

reducing the price from $700 to the current $100 (though it gapped).  Logic suggests that this will make the 

stock more attractive to the broader public and thus generate more interest and buying orders (for trades and 

addition to portfolios) than would otherwise be the case at $700.  Thus it's not just the bullish uptrend that 

has Netflix shares "strong and getting stronger." 

Note the prior two gaps I highlighted on the swing up in 2015 - this is a stock that most likely will continue to 

get stronger and will be an attractive candidate to buy on PULLBACKS (or aggressive breakouts as seen above). 
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Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

As I stated yesterday, the easy money on this positive divergence and short-squeeze intervention rally has 

been made - that opportunity is gone.  Congratulate yourself if you traded well and prepare for the next swing 

either way.  At this point logic and the probabilities of classical technical analysis would have us taking profits 

and short-selling into the 2,120 @ES target.  Price logically should stall and trade down away from 2,120.   

As we know, just because something should happen - especially ANYTHING bearish in this environment - does 

nto mean it will.  Thus we'll be alternate thesis breakout bullish (short-squeeze extension) on a further 

movement higher, especially if volume and internals increase (NO SHORTS above current levels). 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

As traders, we LIVE for moments like this where price trades into a known target and will either BREAKOUT 

THROUGH the target (bullish ONLY if so - if above 2,135) or else stall and turn down from the target.  It's not 

important to predict what will happen - only that we prepare ourselves mentally to jump into the bullish 

breakout and short-squeeze impulse IF it triggers above 2,135... or else trade the logical down-swing or stall 

into the current resistance at the prior highs.   

It would be logical to see at least a pause/stall into current levels even if price ultimately breaks to new highs 

in the ongoing stimulus-fueled bull market (uptrend).  Either way, 2,130 and 2,135 will be our bull/bear pivot 

points.  Use it as a key inflection point to trade the movement AWAY FROM current levels (pivot). 
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